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in 2010, twenty-five women showed us how they  

use the internet to care for their home and family.  

they logged online tasks. they defined their roles  

as family stewards. and they revealed expectations  

and newfound powers the internet brought to their 

everyday lives.

two years later, we checked in again. twelve 

participants returned, showing us how mobile 

technology influences their internet usage and 

household management strategies.

What’s changed?
We see a shift in conception of time and tasks. Prior 

to the internet, participants planned their time around 

tasks — store, bank and school hours drove their 

schedules.

today, we see participants fitting tasks around their 

time. they fragment online tasks to fit small openings 

in their schedules regardless of location. Online 

activity is filling up down time and interlacing family 

time. Participants’ sense of productivity is rising 

with their newfound control — and one new mode of 

productivity is the two-minute task.

The Day  
We Took the  
Internet Away…
We asked our participants to give up their internet 
for a day. No email. No banking. No shopping. No 
weather.com. No Facebook. Here’s what they told us:

What did participants do?
… they took a walk 
“ Since I can’t get online to complete a few 
task before the lunch, I might as well get 
some exercise. I rarely get out to exercise 
anymore because I can get so involved 
online that my window for working out just 
disappears.” – Sara, 40s mom

… they talked to people
“ In the morning I usually will look at the news 
on the internet, instead I ate my breakfast 
talking to my family, without my head 
down.” – Patricia, 40s mom

“ On Friday, to break up working at my desk 
I actually got up a few times and went to 
have a few minute chat with one of my 
colleagues. That was nice to have a face-to-
face conversation instead of checking in on 
friends in cyberspace.” – Jane, 30s mom

… they enjoyed their tasks
“ We [my son and I] went grocery shopping, 
made dinner and took the time to free read. 
I did things that I normally wouldn’t always 
make the time for. I took my time grocery 
shopping as well and enjoyed my time at the 
store instead of feeling rushed.” – Susan, 30s mom

How did participants feel?
…they felt stressed out 
“ I really hated not being able to shop...during 
my perusing I relax and unwind. Going to 
bed not de-stressing...stressed me out!” 
– Sandra, 30s mom

“ Didn’t like it. I am in the midst of planning 4 
parties, kids summer schedules and a trip 
to Disney World, so I need all the efficient 
planning time that I can get. I rely quite a 
bit on this internet thing. I would say I only 
bite off what I can chew. So if internet was 
not an option, I would not have the need 
because I wouldn’t be juggling as many 
things that I am able to juggle with the use 
of the internet.” – Sara, 40s mom

“ I was a little frustrated because of the 
communication aspect. I felt out of touch 
and I never realized how much I used email 
to ‘talk’ to people.” – Sandra, 30s mom

… they felt vulnerable
“ I felt like there was something missing. I am 
so used to looking information up and felt 
naked that I could not.” – Patricia, 40s mom

… they felt surprisingly OK
“ It kind of felt good to write checks and go 
to the post office…I think it was nice for 
a change, but if I were doing other things 
like paying all my bills it would have been 
difficult.” – Anna, 40s mom

Participants have 
More Modes to 

Manage Their Tasks

This mode addresses tasks that require 
immediate attention — tasks that are 
urgent, necessary or a product of the 
moment:

… looking up a phone number or address
… making a doctor’s appointment
… finding a recipe for tonight’s dinner
… transferring money

This mode is one way to make headway 
on larger or longer-term projects. 
Participants break a project down into 
smaller tasks, many of which are research or 
exploration-based, and participants can dial 
up or down their level of involvement. 

… redecorating a room
… planning a party
… planning a vacation 

This mode relies on a repetitive pattern 
of behavior to manage tasks. Often this 
involves faithful checking or monitoring, 
even for tasks that are not time-sensitive. 
Participants develop a personal system of 
task tactics that offer quick rewards for low 
involvement, which can create dependence. 

… checking bank balances
… monitoring schedules
… monitoring email
…  checking an active online game

Response Mode 
I have to get it done now!

Opportunity Mode 
I’ve got a minute — I can  
make progress

Routine Mode
 It’s 9am… time to check my 
bank balance

“ The restaurant I chose was closed. 
I called my friend and told her to 
go [to another restaurant] instead, 
and she questioned whether it was 
opened for lunch. I drove by and 
couldn’t tell…So I pulled into an 
alley and googled the restaurant, 
got the number and made sure it 
was open before I parked so far 
away.” — Sara, 40s mom

“ I was in the living room with my 
son and husband…decided to look 
at theme parks and transportation 
options for a trip to Florida next 
March because we are seeing our 
friends tonight whose wedding 
we’re going there for.”  — Jamie, 20s mom

“ I typically check the weather for the 
week on Monday morning when I 
am getting Cade ready to leave. He 
likes to play with the phone while I 
get him ready.” — Felicia, 20s mom

How time-pressed women integrate the internet into their role as household managers
The Domestication of the Internet

Participants have
New Powers Over Time

Convenience first! 
Before, tasks were defined by time and day. 
Using the Internet, participants can shift that 
time to whenever it’s convenient for them.

Shift Time Pause Time Dial Time Up/Down Mirror Time Maximize Time

When “real life” interrupts
Online allows participants to make time 
for what matters at that moment. They can 
“pause” their online task to attend to family 
or offline tasks, completing them before 
picking up with the original online task.

Matching time spent to 
importance 
Participant use the internet to control how 
much time they invest in a task — spending 
as much or as little time as they want.

In two places at once 
The Internet allows participants to 
simultaneously achieve two goals — to be 
physically present with family while online 
getting things done.

Making the most of time
In the offline world, fewer tasks fit into a 
given amount of time. Online, participants 
can do even more in less time: no travel, no 
parking, no waiting in line.

Time Time Time TimeTime

“ Right now, I can attend to shopping, 
searching, researching, making 
appointments, seeing how my son is 
doing in his classes, booking a kids 
birthday party, deciding on a caterer, 
ordering invitations... all on my own 
time. Most of the time it is after the 
kids go to sleep.” — Sara, 40s mom

“ Make reservations. We did this task 
this late because that is when we 
finally remembered to do it. Here 
with my husband while I was doing 
my homework.” — Felicia, 20s mom

“ I notice that I mainly use the internet 
for expediency sake — the ‘have to 
do’ items. I use it a lot to manage our 
household finances.” — Alex, 30s mom

“ Our family room… is where we all 
hang out: use our computers, tablet, 
phones, watch TV and snack. We 
are in the family room together every 
night we are at home. I typically am 
catching up on emails, paying bills, 
checking my daughter’s grades.”  
— Anna, 40s mom

“ It is very quick and easy to find the 
best deals on vitamins, diapers, 
birthday presents, and more by just 
logging into the Internet. It also saves 
me gas and time by not having to go 
to the store.” — Jane, 30s mom

Physical

Online


